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HEALTH PRECAUTIONS 

Certain people experience epileptic seizures while viewing flashing lights or specific
patterns in our daily environment. These persons can also experience epileptic
seizures while watching TV or playing computer games. Even gamers, who have
never experienced any seizures, may nonetheless have an undetected epileptic
condition. Consult your doctor if you, or a member of your family, have an epileptic
condition. When you experience any of the following symptoms, stop the game
immediately: Dizziness, altered vision, eye or muscle twitching, mental confusion,
loss of awareness of your surroundings and/or convulsions. 
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Technical support and Customer Service 

You are experiencing difficulties while installing the software or you are in the
middle of the game and you don’t know what to do next? 

Telephone-Hotline UK:

Telephone support is available seven days a week from 8am to 11pm on 
01753 488389

Internet Support

www.jowood.de/support
email: jowoodhelp@bbigroup.co.uk

This product contains software technology licensed from
GameSpy Industries, Inc. (c) 1999-2003 GameSpy
Industries, Inc. All rights reserved

Uses Bink Video Technology. Copyright © 1997-2003 by RAD Game Tools, Inc.
Used under license.

Uses Miles Sound Sytem Technology. Copyright © 1997-2003 by RAD Game Tools,
Inc. Used under license.

© 2003 Phenomic Game Development. Published by JoWooD Productions. SpellForce is a
trademark of JoWooD Productions Software AG. All rights reserved.
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2. Installation & Game start

System requirements

Minimum:
Intel Pentium ® III 1GHz
256 MB RAM
3D-Graphic card with 32 MB RAM (compatible with GeForce2 or better)
Windows® 98, ME, 2000, XP
2 GB free fixed disk storage
DirectX®9.0a or higher

Suggested:
Intel Pentium® 4 1,8 GHz
512 MB RAM
3D-Graphic card with 64 MB RAM (compatible with GeForce4 Ti or better)
Windows® 98, ME, 2000, XP
2 GB free fixed disk storage
DirectX®9.0a or higher

Installation

Open the tray of your CD or DVD drive and insert the “SpellForce“ CD. Close the
tray. When “Autoplay“ is activated on your computer, the setup assistant will start
automatically. In case you don't have "Autoplay" activated, open the contents of the
CD by opening "Workspace" or "Windows Explorer" and double-clicking the CD.
Now you must double-click on the file “SpellForce-Setup.exe“. You have started the
setup assistant. 

Now follow the instructions on the screen to install “SpellForce“. 

Game start

You have the following possibilities to start the game after the installation process: 

◆ Double-click the “SpellForce” link on your desktop. 
◆ Click the “Start“-Button, navigate to the folder “Programs“, subfolder

“JoWood”, then “SpellForce”. Now double-click the “SpellForce” icon. 
◆ Open  “Windows Explorer“ or “Workplace“ and navigate to the folder with

“SpellForce“. Double-click  “SpellForce.exe“ from there.

After a few seconds the game has been loaded and you are in the main menu. 
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1. Foreword

A long time ago, a circle of magicians came together to bring the chaos in the world to an
end and to redeem peace. This alliance of 13 magicians did not only plan a golden era,
but they also thought out an approach that was supposed to bring ultimate control of all
ancient forces to one of them: The Plan of 500 Years. That is how long it was supposed to
take, until a “dark roamer“ was to give one circle mage the possibility to bundle all forces
of the world in a ritual, thus acquiring almightiness. 

However, the hunger for power separated the circle and peace perished. A few years before
the ritual - the Convocation – was to be conducted, a devastating, overarching war broke
out and no race whatsoever was spared. Finally the “dark roamer“ appeared with his
magnificent gleaming tail, up in the darkness of the night’s sky, and the days of the
Convocation had arrived. 

Now one of them would become almighty. 

Each of the circle mages began his ritual of convocation, to become the chosen one, but
the Eternal Flames – energies that used to flow through the world and its inhabitants –
were too powerful to be held by just one individual. The Eternal Flames that once held
the world together were now ripping it apart. 

The fragments of whole continents are all that remained. Left over pieces of a formerly
flourishing world were now floating through nonentity, connected by means of magical
stones and portals.  

Rohen, one of the circle mages, starts reconstructing what’s left over. He explores the
different platforms and gathers attendants; he calls their community the “Order of
Dawn”. They want to put the broken world back together. 

Eight years after the Convocation, Rohen marks the start, changing the fate of the world
for all times. He evokes the power of the rune. However, what hidden knowledge does this
circle mage have?
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Create a new character for a Campaign 

Firstly you generate your game character by entering your name. Use the buttons
under the name to decide whether your avatar should be male or female. Change
between full sized view and portrait view in order to see your character in all facets.
You can also choose one of the different appearances. After that, in the right column,
you give your character a few basic capabilities. First, choose two categories for your
character's special talents and then distribute 30 experience points among the
personality attributes. In the lower margin of the screen, you can find out what
effects the attributes have on the character by moving the mouse over the attribute.
As soon as you have distributed all the points, you can use the checkmark in the
lower right to finish creating your character and the game begins.

Choose a ready-made character for a Campaign 

In case you find it too troublesome to create a character simply choose one of the
ready-made characters. You also can read up on all the abilities and attributes of the
character that is supposed to represent you just like when you create your own
character. 

Character-changes in the course of the game  

Whether you create your own character or you use a ready-made one - all the
character values are simply the starting point of a development. You will extend the
characteristics of your avatar in the course of the game and also learn new skills
which you will need on your journey. Character values are updated by means of an
automatic button when you are using a ready-made character. 
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3. Game introduction

Welcome to the world of “SpellForce“! You will encounter humans, dwarves, elves,
trolls, dark elves and many other creatures. You will build up and destroy
settlements. You will lead troops in the battle against all evil. You will study new
magic powers and learn how to use them. You will make new friends and foes.

This handbook will show you how to find your way around in “SpellForce“, your
possibilities to take action and how to apply them in the game.  

In following, we will talk about “Click” and “Double-click“. This means the left
key on your mouse. In case the right mouse key is meant, it will be explicitly
indicated at that point. 

“Tooltips”

In case you are not sure which action is evoked by pushing a button during the
course of the game, just move your mouse pointer over the button and a window
will appear explaining the function of that button. That also applies for objects or
persons in the game environment or in menus. Move the mouse pointer over it to
receive more information. When you have learned to play “SpellForce“ and you no
longer need tooltips for every button, you can also disable this function in the
Options-menu. 

4. Main Menu

In the main menu, you can choose the type of game you want to play and you can
make basic settings. 

Campaign

The Campaign is the single-player mode in “SpellForce“. Choose this type to dive
right into the game. 

When you start a Campaign for the first time you can decide whether you want to
create a new character, or use a ready-made one. This character will represent you in
the world of “SpellForce“ and is known as your Avatar. 
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Tutorial  – Prehistory

If you are playing "SpellForce" for the first time you will begin with a tutorial. In the
tutorial you will not only learn about the history of your avatar but you will also
learn the basic functions of the game. You should play through this tutorial in order
to learn the most important modus operandi. When you would like to start
“SpellForce” with a new character, you can skip the tutorial by activating the
respective checkbox under the character's name.

When you have confirmed a new character or save-game, you will find yourself back
in the world of “SpellForce“ after a few seconds. 

Multi-player

To find out about the possibilities of the multi-player mode, please read that chapter
further towards the end of this handbook. 

Options

When you click on “Options“, you can change settings in the following areas of the
game: 

◆ Ingame: Various settings such as the “easy mode“, where the level of
difficulty for the whole campaign becomes easier.

◆ Video: Screen resolution and detail levels.
◆ Audio: Volume.
◆ Controls: Hotkeys for mouse and keyboard
◆ Default: The original settings are restored.

In the “tooltips“ you can find out, which settings you can make in the submenus. 

Credits

This is where you can find out who developed “SpellForce“.

Quit the game

Click the “Quit Game“ button to return to your desktop. 
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Managing save-game files 

When you have already started a game with one character, you can manage and edit
save-game files in the Campaign screen. 

IMPORTANT: When you start a campaign with your avatar, every advancement (i.e.
every save-game) is coupled with that character. 

Load a saved game

In case you would like to load the save-game file of a particular avatar, select the
character in the left column first and then select the save-game file in the right
column with a mouse click. Now click on the checkmark in the lower right and the
game will load. 

Deleting characters or save-game files 

In this screen you can also delete save-game files and characters. To do so, select the
character in question and click the button “Delete Character“or select the save-game
file with a mouse click and click the button “Delete Saved Game“. Please bear in
mind that upon deleting a character all the save-game files coherent to this character
are also automatically deleted! 
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Dwarves: Good hand-to-hand fighters, though bad long distance fighters. No
magical powers, particularly strong armour. Average architecture, specialized in
mining raw materials. Their destroyer demolishes enemy buildings. When a dwarf
kills an enemy he automatically works his way up one level. 

Dark Elves: Above average in hand-to-hand combat, though not in long distance
combat. Very skilled in the field of magic arts but only averagely armed.
Sophisticated architecture. They do not have any workers but instead they have
slaves. Specialty: Should they kill an enemy at night they receive a skeleton-slave.

Trolls: Very good in both hand-to-hand combat and long distance combat but only
with two units. No magical talent. Well armed when the other races have delivered
iron to them. Simple architecture. When a troll has lost half of his life energy he goes
insane for a short period of time, thus being able to inflict much higher damage to
his enemy for a few seconds. Specialty: Corpse collector processes corpses to food. 

Orcs: Skilled in hand-to-hand combat but not in long-distance combat, above-
average magical talent. Averagely armed. Above-average architecture. When an orc
has only _ of his energy left over he flees from the battle. Specialty: Drummers and
other musicians spur on the orc-fighters during battles.

Game environment

Your view into the gaming environment takes up the largest portion of the screen. If
you would like to know the names of certain characters and what their health level is
simply move the mouse over them. Their name is shown and a small bar gives
information on the character’s health. A circle around certain characters (in the
following named “units“) and buildings shows the affiliation:

◆ Green Circle: This unit or building is under your control and may be
selected. 

◆ Blue Circle: This unit or building is friendly or neutrally minded towards
you but you may not control them directly. 

◆ Red Circle: Enemy unit or building.

Scroll the view of the game environment 

To move the viewable screen section, you have the following possibilities: 

◆ Use the cursor keys or “A“, “S“, “D“, “W“ to roll the section in the
appropriate direction. 
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5. Controls

In this chapter you will learn about what you see on the screen, how to navigate
yourself through the game environment and what you can do with your possessions. 

The different races

You will have control over six different races throughout the course of “SpellForce“. 

Humans: They are talented in hand-to-hand and long distance combat. Their magic
powers are average as is their armour and their architecture. They have good know-
how of different methods used to gain aliments out of their environment. Because of
their human eyesight they fight better during the day rather than at night. 

Elves: Weak in hand-to-hand combat, yet dangerous in long-distance combat. Very
talented in the area of magical talents, but only poorly armed. Average architecture,
but the only race capable of replanting trees. When standing between the trees, the
elf will suffer less damagethanks to the Ghost of the Forest. 
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Selection window

You select a unit or a building by clicking on it in the game environment. Now the
selection window in the bottom left shows a view of the unit or building and the
action-bar at the bottom edge of the screen offers different actions you can initiate
with them. To center the view of the game environment around the selected unit
right-click on the selection window. A green bar in the selection window also shows
you the health level of a unit or the construction level of a building. A blue bar
shows you the Mana-reserves of the unit which become less as magic spells are
spoken but they regenerate in the course of time. 

Moving a unit

When you would like to move a unit through the game environment, the first thing
to do is to select the unit by clicking on it. Direct the mouse pointer to the spot in
the game environment you would like to command the units to go to and complete
the process with a right-click on that spot. A little cloud of dust shows you that the
command has been received and the unit sets off. 
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◆ Move the mouse pointer to the edge of the screen, in the appropriate
direction. The landscape moves in the appropriate direction until you move
the mouse away from the edge again. 

◆ Press the right mouse button and hold it down. The mouse pointer changes.
Now move the mouse in the direction of the new view you would like to
have and then let go of the mouse button when you have finished
repositioning. 

Rotate the view of the game environment 

Press and hold the right mouse button and then press and hold the left one. The
mouse pointer changes. Now when you move your mouse to the left or to the right,
you rotate your view. Let go of both buttons to go back to selecting units. Normally,
your view realigns in northern direction when you have finished rotating. You can
change this under Options. You can realign your position towards the north
manually by pushing the key “T“. 

Zoom into the game environment 

It is also possible to zoom into or out of the game environment. Turn the scroll-
wheel of your mouse upwards or downwards or push the "Scroll Up" key to zoom in
closer to the scene. If your avatar is visible in the current section of the window the
view switches to behind this character. To return to the steepest perspective, which is
almost vertical, turn the scroll-wheel downwards or press the key “Scroll down“. 

Your avatar is also the only character that allows you the possibility to control
him/her and experience the world of “SpellForce“ directly, by looking over his
shoulder (3rd person perspective).  Right-click on the portrait button of the avatar to
face him/her directly. Then, turn the scroll-wheel of the mouse upwards or push and
hold the "Scroll up" key or "R" key until you see your avatar from the back. Now
you can control him with the cursor-keys or the keys “A”, “S”, “D” and “W”.  When
you press and hold the right mouse button, or press “A“ and “D“, your character can
walk sideways. To return to the normal perspective turn the scroll-wheel downward
or press and hold the keys “Scroll down“ or “F“. When the view does not return to
this perspective, your avatar is probably not in the viewable section of the screen or
he/she has died. 
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Numbers Above Units 

During certain activities numbers appear above the units. The color of the number
shows what has happened to this unit and can be altered in the Options menu. 

Pathmarks and Patrols

While you are navigating units through the game environment, you can also carry
out the following activities: 

◆ Press and hold “CTRL“ and right-click: The unit goes to the destination
point and reacts to enemy attacks while doing so. (With the normal right-
click, the unit(s) go to the destination point first, then they defend
themselves.) 

◆ Press and hold Shift and right-click: Set pathmarks. The unit walks down
the path that has been set with pathmarks, until it reaches the last mark. 

◆ Press and hold “Alt“ and right-click: Set marks for a patrol-route. The
unit walks up and down the path set with patrol-marks.     

In the game environment, path and patrol points are marked with flags. You can
delete these points by selecting the unit and you can send it to another spot with a
right-click. 

Map

The map in the bottom right gives you an overview of the
complete game environment and offers the possibility to
direct your current view to specific places very quickly. Like
in the game environment, the major portion of the map is
still black. The veil that covers the land will not be lifted until
you let your avatar or another unit that belongs to you
explores the area. An area that has once been explored
remains visible on your map although the veil falls after a

while if no units are near. The colored dots represent units and buildings according
to the same arrangement as they do in the game screen:

◆ Green: Your own units or buildings.
◆ Blue: Allies or neutral units or buildings.
◆ Red: Enemy units or buildings.

Your avatar is represented by a large green dot. Special objects are represented by a
yellow dot and portals are marked with white dots. 
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Selecting several units 

When you would like to select several units at the same time, in order to move them
through the game environment or give commands, you can go ahead as follows: 

◆ Move the mouse pointer over the game environment, press and hold the left
mouse button. Now move the mouse, which allows you to draw a light
colored frame. A green circle appears around every unit in this frame. As
soon as you let go of the mouse button, the units are selected. 

◆ Click on a unit to select it. Now press and hold the “Shift” key on your
keyboard and click on additional units with the mouse to add them to your
selection. This way you can select as many units as you desire. You can also
deselect an already selected unit with “Shift“ and click. 

◆ Altogether you can select up to 100 units at once. The portraits in the
selection window show you how many units you have and how many of one
specific type. As soon as you right-click on an area in the game
environment, all selected units walk to this spot and gather there. 

You can also choose single units in the selection window, without breaking up the
group in the game environment. To do so, click on the portrait in the selection
window and a frame will show you that the following commands only apply to this
character. You can vary the selection here as well by holding the "Shift" key (several
units) or by holding the "Ctrl" key (all units of one type). You can remove units
from the group with "Alt" + click. 

Assign and Select Groups

To quickly select a group you have formed in the game
environment repeatedly you have the possibility to assign a
hotkey for this group. There are six small buttons available to
do so underneath the raw-materials index and the numeric keys

"1" to "6". To assign one of these hotkeys to a selected group (or possibly just a
single unit) click on one of the small buttons or press and hold the “CTRL“ key and
additionally one of the respective numeric keys. A small portrait button with a
number will now appear in the middle of the upper edge of the screen. The number
tells you how many units you selected. You can now select the group at any time by
pressing the assigned hotkey on your keyboard or by clicking on this portrait button.
Click on the small button again to break up a group, upon which the portrait button
disappears.



Merchants

You can find merchants in existing settlements and you can recognize them by the
spinning coin over their heads. When you right-click on a merchant the trade-menu
opens. 

In the left column you can see your own possessions, in the right column you see
what the merchant has to offer. First click on an item in one of the columns and
then click the "Buy/Sell" button, upon which the merchant will make an offer,
which you can accept or reject. Depending on your character attribute "Charisma",
the offer you receive will be good or bad. 

In the middle column you can choose product categories and you can see how much
money you possess. 100 copper coins make one silver coin and 100 silver coins make
one gold coin. 

The Activity Bar

The activity bar in the lower edge of the screen shows three static symbols and the
possible activities you can administrate with the currently selected unit or the
selected building. 

In the lower right edge of the bar, separated from the other buttons by means of an
ornament, you see these three buttons: 

◆ Click through monuments: With one click you have fast access to the
activities that an activated monument offers. Click this button repeatedly to
click through all your monuments. When you want to center your view on
the monument you have currently selected, right-click this button with your
mouse. (Meanings and functions of the monuments are explained further
on in this handbook.)  
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Click on an area on the map in order to direct your view of the game environment
to that spot. A white area shows you which section of the game environment you
are currently viewing and towards which direction you are facing. The wider end of
this visibility cone shows you in which direction you are looking into the landscape
in the game screen. 

When you have a unit or a group selected, you can also send out a move command
via the map. Right-click on the spot on the map you would like your unit/group to
move to. 

Your Avatar

Your representative in the world of “SpellForce“ offers you the widest
spectrum of possible activities. In the upper left you have complete
control over your avatar simply by clicking the Avatar-Button. That is
how you select your avatar. Right-click on the button and the total

viewable area is centered on your avatar. A green bar in the button shows your
avatar’s energy and a blue bar shows his/her Mana-reserves.

Dialog With Other Characters

Many characters that your avatar meets in the course of “SpellForce“ are individuals
who play an important role. You can recognize these characters by the exclamation
mark or the question mark spinning above their heads. Characters that are
important for the progress of the storyline have an exclamation mark. You will
receive the most important missions (quests) from them. All characters with a
question mark give you secondary tasks (sidequests) that are not important for the
progress of the story line although the sidequests do bring in experience or
interesting objects. You can speak to these characters by selecting your avatar and
then right-clicking on the other character. Your avatar walks over to the person and
talks to him/her. 

During the conversation you cannot control your avatar. The perspective changes
and you can see portraits of the speaking characters and sub-titles of their
conversation in the lower edge of the screen. Use the spacebar to scroll further in the
dialog. At some points, you must use the numeric keys or your mouse to choose
what your avatar should say, from several options. Some things you find out from
other characters, issued to you as quests, can be found in your “questbook”
afterwards (more information in the chapter “Inventory”). When the conversation
has come to an end, close it with the "ESC" key or the spacebar, upon which the
game continues. 
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Portals

Magical portals connect the single platforms of
the game world. When you enter one you reach
another platform which is another totally
different area of the world, where creatures live
that you have possibly never come across
before. Portals can be used in both directions
and as often as you desire, whereas some of
them are behind locked doors at first or they
are guarded which means you must first
complete a certain quest to get to these portals.
The portal journeys take a very long time
which is why you will not have any settlements

when you return to a previous platform. 

In-game Options-Menu

During the game you can open a menu by pressing "Esc" or by clicking the options-
button in the upper right of the screen. 

You can then use the following functions: 

◆ Options: Opens the other options-menu mentioned earlier.
◆ Save: Store your current game.
◆ Leave game: Return to the main menu.
◆ Quit game: Return to your desktop.
◆ Cancel: Return to the game.

6. Inventory

You can open your inventory by clicking the button located on the far right of your
activity bar. Alternatively you can press the “I“key on your keyboard. When you are
ready to close your inventory, click on the checkmark in the bottom right of the
window or press the “I“ key. Alternatively you can use the “Esc” key. 

As soon as you have evoked one or several heroes, their portraits appear under
“Character points“ and “Armor“ on the right edge of your inventory, underneath
your avatars portrait. Click on a portrait to switch the inventory view to this
character. 
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◆ Formations: This button is only available when you have selected several
units. When you click this button, the units will keep their position
amongst each other from then on. Along with that, you can choose from
other fixed formations in the activity bar. Please keep in mind that you
cannot assign any formations as long as your avatar is in the selection. 

◆ Inventory: Use this button to open your inventory, which is explained in
the following chapter. 

The Raw-Material Index 

In the upper edge of the screen, various cells show you which raw materials are
available in your settlement. 

When you are playing on a platform with two different settlements, the raw
materials available for both settlements are separated by a cross, provided that your
are simultaneously managing a settlement of the dark side and a settlement of the
white side. 
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Monuments   Formations   InventoryMonuments   Formations   Inventory

Wood   Sontes   Iron   Moonsilver   Aria   Lenya   FoodWood   Sontes   Iron   Moonsilver   Aria   Lenya   Food



Equipment 

Here on the left side you can see all pieces of equipment you have found in the
course of the game, which are of use to your avatar and your heroes. Please note that
there is only one generally valid equipment inventory for your avatar and heroes,
which is why you can always trade pieces of equipment between characters or place
them back into the inventory. At the same time the spatial distance between each
individual person does not play a role. 

In order to carry and use an object, click on it once and then click on the respective
part of the body in the silhouette of your character, located in the centre. To the
right, the attributes show you the effect this particular object has. 

When one of the objects to the left in your inventory has a red background, it means
your character cannot use this object because he is still lacking necessary abilities.
Move your mouse cursor over the object and you will see a "tooltip“ with the
requirements for the object. 

Sometimes an object occupies several of your character’s possibilities to carry
equipment. In this case the area that cannot be used receives a red faceting. For
example, when you place a two-hand sword in one of both hands, the second, empty
hand turns red because the sword must be used with both hands. 

You may keep the objects in your inventory as long as you desire or you can sell
them to a merchant – although you can also destroy them, if you are sure you
definitely no longer need them. To do so, click on an object and then click on the
trash can in the lower left of your inventory. Please bear in mind that once
destroyed, the object is irretrievably lost. 

Book of Spells

In the course of the game you will receive magic spells in the form of script rolls. In
order to apply them (to learn them, so to speak) you must first put them in your
Book of Spells, and then in your Magic-Memory. Hand-to-hand combat abilities
also fall into this category, which you learn automatically by upgrading your battle
skills. As soon as your avatar has reached a certain level, he can apply certain hand-
to-hand combat skills. They are treated just like magic spells. 

First off, click on a magic spell in your inventory and then click on an empty space
in your Book of Spells. Now the spell has been recorded. 

In order to apply a magic spell during the game, you must transfer the spell to your
Magic-Memory. Click on a spell in the Book of Spells and then click on one of the
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Please note that some indexes in your inventory are several pages long, for example
Objects, Construction Plans, and so on. In this case, two arrows and a page number
show you that you can scroll through the respective index.

Character Points

This is where you get all the details about the skills and abilities of your avatar and
the hero you have evoked. 

In the first line three essential values are shown: Armament class, life points and
Mana (energy for performing magic). The armament class is coupled with your
momentary equipment (check the next chapter). The level and endurance of a
character are decisive for his maximum amount of life points, whereas character level
and wisdom determine the maximum Mana-supply. A character loses his life points
during battles and his Mana by performing magic, although both are regenerated in
the course of time. 

You yourself determined the abilities you see in the left column, when you created
your character before the campaign started. This is where you can now gain a good
overview, learn new additional abilities or refine the abilities you already have. 

The development of character values is coupled to your character’s level of
experience. Every time you win a battle or complete a quest, your character gains
experience. Although you gain more experience when you defeat various enemies – if
it is always the same type of enemy you defeat, your experience level only rises very
slowly. Once you have gained a certain amount of experience you climb up one level
which you are notified of acoustically. When you open this menu, the button “new
ability“ will appear in the left column. At this point you can either learn a totally
new upper category or detailed knowledge of an already existing class and aside from
that you can increase your character attributes. 
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In the center column with the heading “Main Quests“ you can see an overview.
When you click on one of the quests, the details of the quest will appear in the
column to the right. When you move the mouse cursor over one of the details, a
“tooltip“ with additional information will appear. Quests that have not been
completed are light yellow, whereas solved quests are shown in grey. 

In addition, you can use the buttons “Active Quests“ and “Completed Quests“ to
modify the display. 

When you are not sure how to continue in the game, or if you load a save-game file
after a longer period of time, this is where to go to find out which quests must be
completed next. 

7. Establishing Settlements 

In the course of “SpellForce“ you will encounter six different races: Humans, elves
and dwarves (belonging to the white side of magic) and orcs, trolls and dark elves
(belonging to the dark side of magic). You will establish settlements with all of these
races. Each of these races possesses individual abilities and buildings, which you will
learn to use in the course of the game. 

Rune Monuments 

Your avatar is a rune warrior. The runes that are inserted in his rune tablet give him
control over those monuments of a race, located in the game environment. These
rune monuments serve to generate units. This is where you can evoke units and the
runes applied determine the type of unit and its individual strength. You can find
out how to use the rune tablet in the chapter "Inventory". Besides that, a monument
also serves as the first camp for settlements. Later on in the game, you will also find
Hero Monuments, where you can call upon specific warriors. 
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empty fields in the bar above the book. You can exchange the magic spells in the
Magic-Memory as often as you desire but only the spells from the Book of Spells. 

You can find out how to activate a magic spell in the Chapter about the battles. 

Rune Tablet

Runes are inserted into the rune tablet to evoke units at the monuments. The runes
define the type and the strength of workers and battle units of the build-up races, as
well as that of the heroes. 

At the beginning of the game you only have the Workers Rune of the humans,
although you will find new runes in the course of the game which you can use to call
upon even more versatile heroes and stronger units to support you. The higher the
level of a rune is the stronger the units that can be generated at that monument.
Aside from that, not all openings of the tablet are available at the beginning of the
game. These openings will not be opened until your avatar has gained experience
and climbed a few levels. 

Just like all other objects, runes can be sold or destroyed. However you should
consider selling a rune very carefully because the units that you call upon with it are
very important assets in “SpellForce“.

Plans 

Plans are script rolls with construction plans for buildings and warriors written on
them. 

In order to activate a plan, click on it in the left column, choose the correct race by
using one of the 6 buttons with the different races on them and then place the plan
in one of the empty fields. You can now start constructing this building immediately.
Although highly developed buildings demand basic-buildings - learn more about
that in the following chapter. 

Quests

Quests are the missions your avatar must face. Some are necessary for the progress of
the game and must be completed. Others are side quests and can be completed
whenever you feel like it, for fun – though they offer interesting rewards. 

A quest can arise as a result of the progress of the story line (which is usually told ina
cinematic sequences), or in the game environment, when you right-click on a
character with an exclamation mark or question mark spinning over its head. This
character will then explain how you could help him/her. 
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Every time you call upon a unit whichdoes not demand any raw materials (thus,
workers), or a hero, it costs rune power. The less rune power your avatar possesses,
the longer it takes to generate this unit. Your current level of rune power is shown in
the selection window whenever you select your avatar or a monument and it
regenerates itself in the course of time. 

Collecting Raw-Materials 

In the upper edge of the screen you can see the amount of raw materials you possess.
Raw materials are necessary to construct buildings and to repair them. All raw
materials can be found in the game environment. Some can be collected directly
byworkers others demand a building prior to collectingthem.

Raw materials that can be collectedby workers without the necessity of a building:

Wood: Basic construction material.

Stones: Construction material.

Iron ore: Necessary for weapons and equipment.

Raw materials that can only be collectedwith construction-buildings:

Moonsilver: A rare metal used for the extraordinary weapons of the
dwarves and dark elves.  

Aria: Magical water that generates Mana for humans and elves.

Lenya: Magical plant that creates elfin magic, used by elves and orcs. 

Food: Provides adequate supplies for the units.

Raw material yield and processing establishments

You can easily gatherthe three raw materials wood, stone and iron by selecting several
workers (click on them or draw a frame around them), commanding the leader to go
to the raw material resource and right-clicking on it. The workers will now set off to
collectthe raw material you selected in this area. They will then bring their yields to
the monument or a particular building for raw materials, whereas upon delivery the
yield is credited in the heading line of the list, thus being available for further
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Creating units at certain monuments

Let your avatar standclose to a monument and then select it. You can now see a
symbol in the activity bar, which you can use to take possession of the monument,
thus activating it. The flaming torches and the glowing eyes of the statues show you
that the monument has been activated. 

When you select an activated monument, you can see which units you can now
generate in the activity bar. At the beginning of the game you will encounter the
Monument of Humans and you will be able to generate human workers because this
rune is in your avatars possession from the beginning of the game. In order to release
a monument, click on the symbol near the right edge of the activity bar, next to the
static symbols. 

When you click on a Unit-symbol, a bar in the selection window will show you the
creation-progress. By means of additional clicks, you can order up to seven
additional units, which will be generated one after another. 

Once a unit is created in a magical light in the monument, it steps outside and
awaits your commands. When you right-click on a selected monument in the game
environment, you set a gathering point for new military units, which is marked with
a flag. A settlement can only own a certain amount of units, depending on buildings
and raw materials. When you click on a monument, 4 numbers show you how many
workers you have already created from the possible maximum of workers. The
numbers underneath show the same information for your soldiers. The maximum
number of units increases with the developments in your settlement, whereas the
headquarters define the limit for civil units and the restorations to the headquarters
that are paid for with food, define the limit of military units.  
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construct a building in your current position. Press and hold the “CTRL” key and
use the scroll-wheel of your mouse to rotate buildings. When you have decided
which construction site you prefer, click on that spot and the workers will
immediately set off to begin constructing the building. 

You can find out about the progress of construction by clicking on the building
during the construction stage, upon which a bar will appear in the selection window.
The more workers you command to construct the building, the faster the
construction will proceed. And you can add more workers at any point in time by
selecting some workers and then right-clicking on the construction site, or you can
draw others back by selecting those workers and giving them others jobs. 

Manufacturers

When construction is completed, the building is ready-to-operate. The workers who
were commanded to construct the building, automatically turn into manufacturers
for that specific building and begin their new duty, if the establishment can employ
several workers. In case the building does not need manufacturers or if there are too
many workers, the rest of the workers remain at the building and await new
commands. A flag at the top of a building shows you, if the building is occupied.
Manufacturers take over the same jobs normal workers do when they have been
commanded to one specific raw material - but they are much faster. 

Tear Down Buildings 

You can tear down a building you no longer need by selecting it and clicking on the
demolish-symbol in the activity-bar. After confirming, this procedure is irreversible
and you loose the raw materials invested in this building.  

Repair Buildings

You can repair damaged buildings by selecting one or more workers and right-
clicking on the building. The workers will then repair it, although this process costs
you raw materials. 

Upgrade Buildings – And Units

By upgrading buildings, you can also upgrade certain types of units. To do so click
on the building and the activity-bar will show if there are upgrades offered for it.
When you are in possession of enough raw materials, simply click on the upgrade-
symbol in the activity-bar and after a short period of time the upgrade is available. 
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processing.  You will lose the raw materials you collectedif you issue a unit a new
command while he is gatheringa raw material or transporting it. 

In order to quicken the mining of these raw materials you can create lumbermen,
build up quarries or mines. The workers in these buildings supply the processing
buildings sawmill, quarry, smelting works and the food store, as long as the distance
between both buildings is not too long. The magical raw materials, Aria and Lenya
only need buildings to win the materials – further processing is not necessary.  

Depleted Raw Material Resources 

When a raw material resource is depleted, a worker will search the area within a
certain radius for additional resources. When he does not find anything, he finally
remains on one spot and waits for further commands. Only trees are fully cut down
– all other raw materials grow back to a certain extent, thus bringing endless yield. 

Construct Buildings

To construct buildings you will need the same workers, who mine raw materials.
Thus you should generate enough workers to make sure the mining of resources is
not decelerated when you have decided to construct buildings. 

When you select one or more workers, a hammer-symbol appears in the activity-bar.
When you click on this symbol the buildings you may construct appear in the
activity bar, whereas the buildings that appear darker are the buildings you may not
construct because of lacking raw materials or other missing buildings. The specific
reason, why not, is marked red in the “tooltip“.

Plans for Buildings

In the Plan-menu of your inventory you can find out which buildings may be
constructed. This is where you must activate the suitable construction plan under the
respective race before the workers are able construct a building. 

Set the Contours of a Building

A contour of the building you want to construct will appear in the game
environment once you have chosen a building from the activity-bar. Now move the
mouse cursor to see which lots are available for that building. You can scroll through
the game environment at the same time. The contour of the building will only
appear if the soil conditions and the surrounding area allow construction on this site.
Thus when you move your mouse cursor over an area with hills or an overgrown
area, the contour will stay at the last spot where construction of the building was
possible and a red symbol next to the mouse cursor shows you that you cannot
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in store or you must have constructed a specific building. For the humans, for
example, a forge is indispensable and when you construct several forges, weapons can
be forged quicker, which leads to faster production of units.

Click on a monument. In the activity–bar next to the workers, you will see the
warriors that are available. In order to be able to generate new warrior-units you
must find or purchase the respective plans and place them into the plan-menu in
your inventory. 

When a unit in the activity-bar has a grey background and cannot be clicked on,
either a raw material is missing or a necessary building. Move the mouse cursor over
the symbol and a “tooltip“ appears, showing which resource is marked red - as soon
as this resource is available, you can generate the new unit. 

Attack Enemies

Like workers, warrior areevoked at a monument and waits your commands. The
basic handling of warriors is the same as with all other units. When units are
attacked or when they notice imminent danger in the form of an enemy, they will
take action and if they have magic powers, they will apply these automatically, be it
attack spells for enemies or healing spells for comrades. To attack an enemy, select a
warrior and right-click on the enemy. Upon doing so, the unit moves towards the
enemy and attacks him. 

Maximum Number of Available Warrior Units 

You can ascertain the number of maximal warriors in your settlement (as well as the
max. number of workers) in the selection window, when you select the monument.
As soon as you own the small headquarters, you can at least increase the maximum
number of warriors step by step. Click on the headquarters, upon which you will see
a symbol in the activity-bar, which lets you purchase a certain amount of possible
additional soldiers for the amount of food that is shown. You can repeat this
procedure several times although it will become more expensive every time. 

Magical Attacks

When you select the avatar or a hero, you can choose magical attacks from the
activity-bar. After you have selected a magical attack, it will either be applied
immediately or you will see a small symbol next to your mouse cursor. When it is
red you may not apply the spell. You must move the cursor over a suitable object,
then the arrow will turn green and you can activate the spell with a left-click. When
you click on the symbol in the activity-bar again, you deselect the magic spell. 
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Select Inactive Workers 

When a worker is currently inactive and awaiting commands, you can use the
worker-button for inactive workers in the upper right to quickly select him. When a
number appears at the lower edge of this button, then this number is showing you
how many inactive workers you currently have. When you click this button once, a
“1” appears at the upper edge of the button, signaling that you have selected one of
these units. The more often you click on this button, the more units you select. By
right-clicking on the portrait-button in the lower left, you can center the view on
this unit in the game environment. 

As soon as you have commanded a certain amount of units to specific tasks
(construct a building or repair something, mine raw-materials), the number on the
worker-button decreases by that amount. By pressing “CTRL“ and clicking on the
worker-button, all inactive workers are selected at once. When you press and hold
“ALT“ you can also select workers, who have already received a task. In conclusion, if
you press and hold both keys and click on the worker-button, every single worker is
selected, whereas the manufacturers are excluded. 

8. Battle

Workers in Battles

In case your settlement is attacked and you are not yet in possession of soldiers, the
workers will defend themselves – although they are not particularly strong. In
addition, you can fend off enemies with your avatar. Unlike your avatar and heroes,
workers and produced soldiers cannot regenerate their life points and Mana
themselves. They can be healed with magic spells and a food store offers them the
possibility to tend for their wounds themselves – although this action will use up a
small amount of food. However workers and manufacturers who are currently
working will not defend themselves. 

Generate Warrior-Units at Monuments 

Like the workers, warrior-units are created at monuments and depend on the use of
the respective rune, although for many units you will additionally need raw materials
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longer produce any additional units (this has no effect on existing units). In the
course of time, a damaged monument will regenerate itself. 

Magical Comrades

The avatar can evoke magical comrades, as long as he has learned the necessary
abilities and the respective magic spell. They constantly use his Mana-reserves, they
follow the avatar everywhere he goes and they protect him from attackers.

Heroes

Next to monuments of each individual race, you will also find Hero Monuments.
Heroes are individuals with their own abilities and a more widespread radius of
action than that of normal warriors and they are equipped and controlled just like
your avatar, whereas unlike the avatar they do not collect experience points. Basic
control of a hero monument is no different to that of other monuments: Take it into
your possession, upon which you can see, which heroes you can evoke in the
activity-bar. The heroes have their own runes, which you must insert into your rune
tablet in your inventory.

As soon as you have inserted a hero rune into the tablet, you can provide this hero
with weapons and equipment in the equipment-menu of your inventory. The hero is
then evoked with this equipment and even when he dies, the objects are not lost –
he will possess the same equipment the next time he is evoked. To exchange a hero
rune inserted into the tablet with another one, you will first have to remove all
equipment from the hero and place each object back into the inventory. 

You can assign a prime function to a magic spell of a hero by right-clicking on it in
the activity-bar when the hero is selected. The magic spell is marked and favorably
used in battles from then on. With an additional right-click, you can deselect the
spell. 

Evoking a hero costs rune power. The less rune power your avatar possesses, the
longer it takes. Rune power regenerates itself and is shown in the selection window
when you select your avatar. 

“Click & Fight”-System

In “SpellForce“ you can move into battle in the classic manner: First select your own
units, then the type of attack and right-click on the enemy.

However you can also make use of the advantages of the “Click & Fight“-System.
Simply click on an enemy in the game environment and action-symbols will appear
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However please keep in mind that some enemy units are resistant to certain magic
spells. You can see that a magic spell did not work when white sparks appear around
the unit you tried to put the spell on – the magical attack was blocked. However you
can also protect yourself against magical attacks from enemies by carrying objects
with you that give resistance to particular types of magic. 

Every magical attack costs the avatar or hero Mana. Aside from that, a magic spell
cannot be applied immediately after applying it a first time—for a certain amount of
time, its symbol will appear darker. The more powerful a spell is, the longer it takes
for it to be available again. 

Select All Units of One Type

When you would like to select all units of one specific type in a certain area, press
and hold the “CTRL“ key and click on one unit. When you now assign a group to
this selection, you will have quick access to these soldiers at all times – and of course
you can form groups with a balanced combination of hand-to-hand and long-
distance fighters. By clicking on the individual portraits in the selection window at
the bottom left, you can narrow down your selection. In addition,  “CTRL“ + click
is also possible in the selection window, when you would like to control only one
type of unit in the current selection. 

Disadvantages of Wounded Units

When the life-energy level of wounded units has reached the red zone, they move
slower than healthy units. Besides that, in certain situations they will flee from a
battle, thus they are not very reliable. Try to heal these units with a healing-spell. A
food store offers workers and warriors the possibility to tend for their wounds
themselves – although this will cost a small amount of food. The avatar and the
heroes regenerate their energy themselves, others need a food store. 

Take On a Formation

You can vary the position of currently selected units amongst each other by means of
the static Formation-button in the activity-bar. As soon as you click on the
formation button, the currently selected units keep their position amongst each
other. Aside from that, you can choose from several preset formations in the activity-
bar. In the 3rd person perspective formations may only be taken on when the avatar
is not included in the current selection. 

Attack Monuments

Monuments may be attacked as well. Though the structure in itself cannot be
destructed, as soon as a monument has been damaged and has caught fireit may no
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click on a building, whereupon your units will damage the building until it collapses
in a huge cloud of dust. Without the buildings additional enemy units can no longer
be generated. 

Notifications on the Map

When battle activities arise with units that are assigned to you, a red circle appears
on the map, showing the battle scene. When you hit the spacebar in this situation,
the view switches to that scene immediately. In doing so, you can profit from the
“Click & Fight“-system mentioned above, as you are then able to click on the enemy
and send your avatar, heroes or groups to that spot right away. 

Enemy Patrols

The enemies in “SpellForce“ are not inactive. They send groups on patrol to look
out for your units. When one of these patrols discovers your units or one of them, a
yellow circle on the map shows this. You can now react and intercept the enemy
with your units before the patrols have hurried back to their settlement, upon which
assumingly a whole army would set off. Nonetheless, even if you do manage to
intercept the enemy, you will have to reckon with an even larger search patrol squad
appearing somewhere close within a short period of time, as the first patrol is now
missing. 

Stone of Souls

When your avatar dies in a battle, his essence is bundled and revived at the last
activated stone of souls. To activate a stone of souls, step up close to it with your
avatar and select it. Then click on the symbol at the left edge of the activity-bar. The
stone of souls lights up and is now activated. 

Along with that, stones of souls also function similar to portals. Select the stone of
souls and click on the travel button in the activity-bar at which a list appears of all
the stones of souls you may travel to. When you click on a destination you are
transported to that location. 

When the avatar dies in the course of the game and he reawakens at the last
activated stone of souls, two game-minutes have passed in the meanwhile. In
reawakening, your avatar also suffers a slight loss of experience. A small amount of
experience points is deducted from the current level. 
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underneath the portrait buttons of the avatar, active heroes and formed groups,
which you only have to click on, to assign a certain type of attack to the respective
portrait. A sword stands for hand-to-hand combat, whereas the avatar and the heroes
gain quick access to magic attacks. In doing so, you can change your tactics in the
course of a battle with very few clicks, especially with strong enemies, without
having to select friendly units first. 

In addition, the “Click & Fight“ system offers you reasonable actions for your
current selection. That is why only healing or positive actions and magic spells
appear under your avatar and heroes when you select a friendly unit. 

The smaller an action symbol is in the frame, the closer the target is – this way you
can plan how far the respective unit will have to walk, thus how long it will take
until the command is put into action. The “Click & Fight“- commands only appear
for units that are located within a certain radius of the selected enemy.  

Select the Strongest Enemy

In order to select the strongest enemy very quickly and fight him with the “Click &
Fight“- System effectively, press the "Tab" key on your keyboard. Now you can
initiate whole waves of attacks. Press “Tab“ repeatedly to scroll through all visible
enemies. 

Loot Enemies and Chests

You will come upon chests in the game environment, some of which have a golden
glow. Certain enemies are also left behind after an attack with this glow. It shows
that there are still objects located here that you can take with you. 

Select one of your units and right-click on a chest or the enemy. When the unit is
standing close enough to the chest or the enemy, a window will open in the lower
left edge of the screen, showing the contents. You may now click on the objects you
would like to take with you, upon which they are sent to your inventory. You can
also click on the checkmark underneath the menu, which lets you take all the objects
shown. Go to your inventory to apply the objects to your avatar or hero, or to
simply take a closer look at them. 

A chest may only be looted if there are no enemies nearby. 

Enemy Settlements

New enemies are generated in enemy settlements. To prevent this, you must destroy
all enemy buildings in your area. To do so, select some of your own units and right-
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The other players that have signed up appear in the overview. You can exchange text-
messages with them, by means of a chat window. When you finally set your status to
green, you give notice that you are ready to join the game. 

When you create the game you also have the possibility to set a password, close the
game (that means not allowing any other participants join), start the game or quit
the game. 

Internet

A list shows you the currently running servers. Click on one of them and then on
the button “Connect”, to join a game. “Connect to IP” lets you enter the IP Address
of a host manually. 

The button “Host Game“ allows you to create your own Internet-game. 
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Titans

Each of the six races possesses the power to evoke Titans. These are particularly
powerful creatures that could take on whole enemy troops by themselves. You can
always only call upon one Titan of each race. When a Titan is killed in action, you
may no longer evoke him on that platform. 

You will need the largest headquarters for a Titan. Click on it and choose the Titan
from the activity-bar. When you are in possession of sufficient raw materials, the
Titan will appear after a few minutes. 

9. Multiplayer

In the multiplayer mode you can compete against up to 8 players using a local
network or the Internet. When doing so, each gamer can choose his game character
from 10 default avatars, all of which are fully equipped. Unlike in the campaign, you
do not gain experience and your level does not rise and in addition you do not have
an inventory. 

Net-Selection

First off you must decide whether you would like to play in a local network or the
Internet. After that enter the name you would like to have, to take part in the game. 

When you want to play via the Internet, you will need an Internet connection and a
56kb-modem, minimum. It is possible that additional costs incur as a result of the
Internet-connection. 

LAN

A server list shows you, which games are currently active in the network. First off,
choose the game you would like to take part in and click on the button "Join
Game". In case the server is protected by a password, you must enter it now. You
instantly come to the “LAN-Game Preparations“.  

When you would like to host your own LAN-Game, click on “Create Game“. 

You can change additional settings in the menu “LAN-Game Preparations“. First off,
choose your avatar from the list of default characters and join a team. You can then
decide where you want to start. 
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Bucher, Uwe Drescher, Benedikt Ebli,

Roland Gaal, Katharina Grassegger, Georg
Grieshofer, Petra Grossegger, Anton
Handl, Oliver Helmhart, Barbara

Hochwimmer, Andreas Kainer, Christian
Kargl, Stefan Klaschka, Rene Kreuzbichler,
Alexander Kumer, Rudolf Kussberger, Peter

Lippusch, Hedwig Matl, Mario Moser,
Bernd Pichlbauer, Harald Ploder, Christian

Pohlhammer, Mihai Popescu, Stephan
Radosevic, Eveline Rinesch, Erwin
Rudorfer, Peter Schicker, Walter

Schiedhofer, Gerald Schurl, Razvan-Anton
Seicarescu, Matthias Thurner, Dagmar
Tiefenbacher, Thomas Schwarzl, Stefan

Reitmaier, Harald Fritz

Website Manager
Martin Langbrugger
Marc “Plex” Olbertz

Special thanks to
“Hopper”

Sascha Pieroth
Oliver Staude-Mueller

Marian Suran / Cauldron Ltd.
Manuel Fischer

Cinematics & Hi-Res 
Marketing Material

Virgin-Lands Computeranimation GmbH

Motion Capturing by
metricminds

Additional QA and Beta Testing
Enzyme Testing Labs, Inc.

German Voice Samples recorded at 
Ton-in-Ton Wolfgang Zarges

BigBen UK

Head of Marketing
Mike Sanderson 

Graphic Design 
Simon Scoffin 

Specialist Press PR 
Nick Clarkson & Bradley Holder 

Head of Software
Nik Blower 

Sales
Nick Meggison 

Product Co-ordinator 
Richard Grantham
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following PC-systems to our QA for game
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"MSI Mega PC" 

"Integris Genesis Top" 
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11. Key-Configuration

3rd-person:
Forward: Cursor up, resp."W"
Backward: Cursor down, resp. "S"
Turn left or punish: Cursor left, resp. "A"
Turn right or punish: Cursor right, resp. "D"
Press and hold right mouse key: Mouselook

Iso.:
Scrolling: Cursor keys, resp. “AWSD”
Rotate view to the left: "DEL", resp. "Q"
Rotate view to the right: "END", resp. "E"
Camera "north": "HOME", resp. "T"
Click and hold right mouse key: Scrolling
Zoom-In: "Pg Up", resp. "R"
Zoom-Out: "Pg Dn", resp. "F"
Inventory: I
Jump to battle mode: SPACE
CTRL-1 to CTRL-6: Define Group
1 - 6: Select group, press twice to focus
F1 - F6: Select Avatar / Hero
Leftclick: Select
Click and hold left mouse key: Frame selection
SHIFT-Leftclick: Add or remove to/from the selection
CTRL-Leftclick: Select unit type
CTRL-SHIFT-Leftclick: Add or remove unit type to/from the selection
Rightclick: Send group to destination 

(force goto)
CTRL-Rightclick: Send group to destination 

(attack while marching)
SHIFT-Rightclick: Set pathmarks to define a route for a group
SHIFT-Rightclick on the unit: Group follows destination unit
ALT-Rightclick: Set patrol marks for a group or unit



Key-Configuration

M: Select monument (Same function as the monument button)
C: Stop action (Selected units stand still immediately)
H : Stay in position (selected units fight from their current position)
TAB: Selection of the strongest enemy viewable on the screen, 

repeated clicking allows you to click through all of them 
P: Pause
ESC: Game-Menu
K: Destroy own unit
Enter: Chat in Multiplayer mode with other players
Shift+Enter: Chat in Multiplayer mode with team
F7: Quickload
F9: Quicksave 
F12: Options
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